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TESLA’S CHILDREN 
1 x 44’ HD / UHD

Inspired by genius Nikola Tesla, the creator of robotics, the remote control, 
radio and X-Rays, this is the story of five renegade inventors and their amazing 
inventions, all attempting to improve the world. One uses moonlight to cure disease, 
while another uses diamonds to power electronics!  These mavericks are not only 
changing the existing scientific paradigm, they’re overturning it.

WAR ABOVE THE TRENCHES -  NEW 
1 x 90’ / 2 x 52’ 4K / HD

Co-produced with UKTV and RMC Decouverte, this high-end film comes from 
accomplished History producers ASA - the story of the Royal Flying Corpsʼ struggle 
for air superiority over the Western Front in WWI. Adapted from ’Bloody Aprilʼ by 
historian Peter Hart, explore dogfights, aerial reconnaissance and bombing missions. 

HEROES OF THE EMPIRE -  NEW 
1 x 60’ 4K / HD

This beautifully shot documentary follows the 501st UK Garrison Star Wars 
costuming club as they attend a variety of fundraising events - revealing a side 
of costuming you’ve never seen. From international film premieres to children’s 
hospitals, witness the impact the Garrison have on the hearts and minds of the fans 
they meet - changing the perception of ‘costuming’, while changing people’s lives.

4K CONTENT
Please also see pages 14&15. Up to 100 hours of additional 4K titles are available 
on request, please enquire for details or contact sales@espressomedia.co.uk 
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DOCUMENTARIES  4 K 

LIGHTHOUSE LESVOS
1 x 52’ 4K / HD
Follow a group of ordinary people doing extraordinary things, who have left their 
homes to help others find theirs. This is a contemporary story of struggle told from 
the other side - a look at the volunteers who risk their lives to provide safe passage 
to refugees arriving at the island of Lesvos.



DOCUMENTARIES  A R T S  &  C U L T U R E 

For further information on any of our catalogue please contact Espresso Media International on sales@espressomedia.co.uk

RADIOMAN
1 x 56’ / 1 x 66’ HD

Radioman is the best-selling story of a homeless man who became a film icon. With 
a talent for knowing the filming locations for Hollywood movies, Radioman is an 
unlikely friend to the stars, considered a good luck charm by Meryl Streep, and has 
featured in 100 major movies. The film features interviews with George Clooney, 
Matt Damon, Johnny Depp, Tom Hanks and many more A-list stars.

(Winner: Doc NYC - Grand Jury Prize)

ELIO FIORUCCI: FREE SPIRIT -  NEW 
1 x 52’ HD

Fiorucci was known for his famous concept stores - clothing, homeware and even 
parties all in one location. With white walls highlighting neon lights, plastic clothes 
and loud music, he revolutionised shopping and turned it into a conversation - and 
always an event, amongst the otherwise traditional 1960’s high streets. With stores 
across Milan, New York and London, he was the mastermind behind Calvin Klein’s 
iconic jeans, a friend of Madonna’s and an inspiration to Vivienne Westwood, who 
features in this film. Explore the life of a remarkable man and fashion revolutionary, 
who pioneered the breakaway into modern shopping and store concepts.

SHE’S FRENCH -  NEW 
1 x 52’ HD

Put the word ‘French’ before ‘woman’ and who do you see? The ideal of fashion and 
beauty campaigns or the subject of books that sell millions of copies around the 
world? In interviews with experts and real  French women, She’s French asks where 
this obsession originates, and whether in fact the sexy, cigarette-smoking, well 
dressed woman is bound by standards set by a mere foreign invention. The film uses 
popular stereotypes and classic film and art with a humorous and insightful tone, 
speculating: has the French woman become falsely imprisoned by a myth?

FANARCHY
1 x 90’ HD 

It’s hard to resist a shot-by-shot remake of Raiders of the Lost Ark by a bunch of kids, 
a passionate makeover of a Marvel superhero. This entertaining film follows a huge 
cultural transformation - fans are no longer just consumers, they are producing 
more content per month than studios or networks combined! Fan culture is rising 
and challenging the entertainment industry as a creative force in its own right.

BRAND NEW:

BEST-SELLERS:



DOCUMENTARIES  C R I M E 
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www.METWHILEINCARCERATEDTHEFILM.com

A PLAY NICE PRODUCTION “MET WHILE INCARCERATED” WRITTEN/DIRECTED/PRODUCED BY CATHERINE LEGGE   
EDITOR KATHRYN DICKSON LINE PRODUCER DIANA WARMÉ ANIMATOR JODI SANDLER

FEATURING MUSIC BY JADEA KELLY DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY/CAMERA CURTIS GALINDO-OROZCO

MET WHILE INCARCERATED
A FEATURE DOCUMENTARY BY CATHERINE LEGGE

HER ONLY CRIME IS LOVE
MET WHILE INCARCERATED -  NEW 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 78’ HD

These prison wives believe their men can change. You could say they’re betting their 
lives on it. 

Met While Incarcerated  is the provocative and touching love story of 3 strong,
successful, intelligent women who’ve shocked themselves and their loved ones by 
each falling for a man who is in prison for a violent crime. It challenges the stereotypes 
around society’s monsters and the divide between “us” and “them” when it comes to 
crime and punishment, good and evil, forgiveness and redemption. Beautifully told 
and with a stunning Nashville soundtrack recorded for the film, this is a surprising and 
provocative new documentary exploring a unique type of relationship. Airing on CBC.

YOU ASKED TO SEE THE MONSTER -  NEW 
1 x 60’ HD (ALSO: Best-seller My Dad’s on Death Row from the same producer)

“...So here is the monster you made me.” Gary Green wrote these words a year after his 
wife filed for divorce. “There will be 5 lives taken today - me being the 5th.”

Green intended to kill his ex-wife and her three children. Green’s haunting letter to 
ex-wife Lovetta stated “I pray the lord allows my soul to enter heaven. If not, I will burn 
in Hell forever.” He currently resides on Death Row, after stabbing Lovetta 27 times, 
before drowning her 6-year old daughter. From the producer behind best-seller My 
Dad’s on Death Row, this is the traumatic and emotional story of the two sons, then 
aged 9 and 12, who escaped from their stepfather with their lives.

CLASSIC CRIME:
BRITISH KILLER COLLECTION:

BRAND NEW:

DR DEATH  -  1 x 47’
The shocking story of the UK doctor who killed more than 300 of his own patients.

THE MOORS MURDERS  -  3 x 30’
World famous - profile of child abducters and murderers Myra Hindley and Ian Brady.

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE KRAYS  -  1 x 47’
The notorious life and crimes of the renowned criminal brothers.

UNFORGIVEN: THE BOYS WHO KILLED JAMIE BULGER  -  1 x 47’
Infamous crime - two school children led a three year old into torture and death.

PLUS: Other Crime content available



REDEEMING THE STATE
1 x 50’ HD

‘Our great shame’: This film follows the emotional stories of three American 
prisoners and their experiences going through what President Obama introduced as 
“CLEMENCY”. Designed to reduce the huge numbers of prisoners serving sentences 
equivalent to violent crimes, the Clemency initiative released thousands of prisoners 
from life sentences for minor drug offences, given as a result of the War On Drugs 
Campaign set up during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Airing on Canal +.

DOCUMENTARIES  C R I M E 

THE PRICE OF HONOR
1 x 52’ / 1 x 109’ HD

Airing across Canal +, Foxtel, VG TV and more, two teenage sisters from Texas were 
killed in a premeditated “honor killing”. Explore their lives and the path to their 
murders by their own father, who remains hidden in the US. Uncover evidence that 
has never been made public, as friends, family, experts and activists emotionally 
reveal the girls’ lives and deaths.
Miami Independent Film Festival: Best Feature Documentary
International Movie Awards: Platinum Award

For further information on any of our catalogue please contact Espresso Media International on sales@espressomedia.co.uk

THE WRITER WITH NO HANDS -  NEW 
1 x 55’ / 1 x 70’ HD

Airing on VG TV and Rialto, a UK professor suspects the CIA killed a Hollywood 
screenwriter to protect a government secret - an assassination, disguised as a car 
accident. When the obsessed academic receives a call warning him to leave the case 
alone, he heads to Hollywood to conduct his own investigation - with shocking 
discoveries. With death threats, cover ups and two men left fearing for their lives, this 
is a true story that sounds like Hollywood fiction.

MY DAD’S ON DEATH ROW
1 x 60’ HD (ALSO: Brand new film You Asked to See the Monster from the same producer)

This best-seller airs worldwide on networks including CBC, UKTV, VGTV, TV2, Foxtel, 
Canal + and more, telling the incredible story of two daughters coping with their 
fathers being on Texas’ famous Death Row. Told using chilling interviews with the 
murderers, combined with heart-breaking stories from the daughters, this compelling 
film reveals life on Death Row from inside and outside of the prison walls.

BEST-SELLERS:



BRISTOL SCOUT: REBUILDING HISTORY -   NEW 
1 x 52’ HD

A 14-year journey of discovery and reconstruction that begins with two grandsons 
finding aviation artefacts and rebuilding the Bristol Scout aircraft, to the original 
specifications, seeking the original plans, using old techniques of construction. 
Discover how early aviators learned the art of flying as they take to the air over the 
battle grounds of Greece, where their grandfather served.

SECRET SPITFIRES -  NEW THEATRICAL RELEASE 
1 x 52’  / 1 x 70’ HD

Early in WWII, the manufacturing site of Spitfire airplanes was bombed, and many 
lives were lost. A secret location was chosen where the planes were built in sheds, 
bus depots and garages, by unskilled girls and retired men. They were assembled in 
hiding and flown to RAF centres by young girls. This story uncovers the best kept 
secret in WWII, told by the few that were involved in the mystery.

WAR ABOVE THE TRENCHES -  NEW 
1 x 90’ / 2 x 52’ HD / 4K

Co-produced with UKTV and RMC Decouverte, this high-end film comes from 
accomplished History producers ASA - the story of the Royal Flying Corpsʼ struggle 
for air superiority over the Western Front in WWI. Adapted from ’Bloody Aprilʼ by 
historian Peter Hart, explore dogfights, aerial reconnaissance and bombing missions 
through the eyes of the men in the air and in the trenches.

FLYING DREAMS: WOMEN AIRFORCE PILOTS OF WWII 
1 x 52’ HD
25,000 women volunteered to become WASP, handling fighters and the heaviest 
bombers, but were disbanded in 1944. There were no honours or thank you’s. Their 
contributions to WWII were hidden for decades, but they fought for recognition 66 years 
later. This film blends WASP interviews and footage of restored WWII aircrafts with 
archive to inspire viewers with their remarkable true story. Airs on DR and Foxtel.

ASHCAN: THE SECRET PRISON -  NEW 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD

Under US authority, Nazi leaders like Göring & Dönitz were detained in a secret prison. 
Without torture, officers got information from the worst war criminals in history. With 
a €1 million budget and the National Theatre, this film produced an original play based 
on the documents to re-enact the story - also told with expert contributions, and inter-
views with actors ‘as’ their characters to tell the story of the world’s most secret prison.
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DOCUMENTARIES  H U M A N  I N T E R E S T 

For further information on any of our catalogue please contact Espresso Media International on sales@espressomedia.co.uk

GRASSROOTS: THE CANNABIS REVOLUTION
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD

A film about passion and dedication... to something illegal. This film explores the 
medicinal uses of cannabis, the patients involved, and the politics of medical marijuana 
worldwide. With unrestricted access to sufferers, experts and manufacturers, follow 
a victim of Multiple Sclerosis as he battles his health daily, plus patients and activists 
worldwide as they campaign to change UK law.

SWIM TEAM -  NEW 
1 x 52’ / 82’ / 100’ HD

Airing on PBS & Netflix, Swim Team chronicles the extraordinary rise of an autistic 
swim team, the Jersey Hammerheads. This festival favourite captures a quest for 
inclusion for sufferers of a condition that affects 1 in 68 people in the US alone.

With participation in team sports being an early route to community inclusion, one 
family takes matters into their own hands for their autistic son. They create their own 
team to solve his feelings of isolation, and recruit 16 teens on the autism spectrum to 
join its empowering culture. For the boys, success on this swim team holds the promise 
of success in life. This season is not only about winning gold medals, it’s about how to 
create a future of independence among the huge challenges that autism brings.

FOR MILITARY MERIT -  NEW 
1 x 60’ HD / 4K

9/11: America found itself at war, fighting an enemy with scant regard for the ‘rules’. 
Troops returned with wounds of a nature unseen since Vietnam. The soldiers have 
disabilities to tackle and memories to live with, but travel to treatments via transport 
systems hostile to their conditions. At their rescue are the heroes of a volunteer group, 
the VAC: private pilots flying their own aircraft, at their own cost. Dramatic combat 
footage with real veteran stories provide emotional viewing - of two types of hero.
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DOCUMENTARIES  M U S I C 

RAY STEVENS: CABARAY NASHVILLE
79 x 26’ HD (more episodes available)

Airing on PBS, our multi-Grammy award-winning country and comedy star showcases 
pop and country’s biggest names. From the heart of Nashville, the show features 
performances and interviews with an enthusiastic live audience, including the host 
reliving his hits, supported by his characterful house band.

THE FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS STORY
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD (co-produced with ZDF / SRF)

She’s known as “the worst singer of all time”, yet her performances drew huge crowds.
Her 1944 sold-out Carnegie Hall recital remains one of its most legendary shows. 
Explore the enigma, and experience the amazing voice of opera superstar Joyce 
DiDonato, to show the sounds Florence thought she was making!

YOU´LL NEVER WALK ALONE
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD (funded by WDR / ARTE)

Each and every weekend, hundreds of thousands of football fans sing ‘You’ll Never 
Walk Alone’ in stadiums all over the world. It has been interpreted by Elvis Presley, 
Johnny Cash and many more throughout the years. Experience the iconic song’s roots, 
cultural influence and journey across the continents, and throughout the decades. 

BACK TO BETH’S: A NASHVILLE HOUSE CONCERT
BACK TO KIMMIE’S: AN AUSTIN HOUSE CONCERT
2 x 60’ / 90’ HD
Available as individual episodes, ‘Back To…’ transports audiences into the living room 
of a house concert. Hosted by ‘Whispering’ Bob Harris, each ‘Back To…’ showcases 
acoustic performances by local artists ranging from brand new talents to world stars, 
with intimate interviews throughout. Hosts: Beth Nielson Chapman / Kimmie Rhodes

SOUL SISTERS -  COMING SOON 
1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD / 4K (expected Summer 2019

Singers Patti Henley and Brenda Lee Eager wrote and performed with Michael Jackson, 
Prince, Stevie Wonder & Smokey Robinson. Before that, they were picked by Jesse 
Jackson to be the musical voice of an entire Civil Rights movement: an arm of Martin 
Luther King’s efforts. Musical collaborations with legendary singers past and present 
provide an amazing soundtrack to lives of these inspiring women.

BRAND NEW:

RECENT RELEASES:



DOCUMENTARIES  S C I E N C E 

LIFE BEHIND THE STARS
1 x 45’ HD

Broadcast on networks including ZDF and Al Jazeera, this film explores everything 
around us, even our own bodies are made of atoms that were once created inside the 
stars. This stunning journey aims to uncover one of the most beautiful phenomena on 
Earth - an invisible rain of cosmic particles that tie our lives to the most violent and 
energetic places in the universe. With CGI, animation and expert interviews.

E-LIFE
1 x 52’ / 1 x 75’ HD - (WINNER: Impact DOCS (Award of Excellence - Special Mention)

Airing on networks including RTVE, RTHK & Al Jazeera: computers, phones and 
tablets are an intrinsic part of life. But what happens when we upgrade? Electronic 
waste is one of the fastest growing environmental threats. This film exposes illegal 
trade in discarded tech, tracking it to toxic scrap yards, exploring effects on the 
environment, the economy and the people who dismantle it in unsafe conditions. 

DUST STORM
1 x 50’ HD

Shown on the BBC, RTVE & Al Jazeera, this film explores a growing threat. We 
investigate storm causes, why they occur frequently and severely in parts of the world; 
how to predict them and what can be done to lessen their impact. Follow NASA’s 
satellites observing dust in the atmosphere, and an Early Warning system being set up.

BRAND NEW:

MELTING POINT -  COMING SOON 
1 x 52’ HD (expected December 2018 - plus two best-sellers from same production house)
In 2017 the front of the Pine Island glacier in the Antarctic cracked, creating one of the 
biggest icebergs ever recorded. Next, Europe experienced an unprecedented heat wave 
in 2018, which set record temperatures. The surface of sea ice in the Arctic has reached 
minimum records. These are some of the latest and most shocking consequences as the 
silent menace of global warming threatens the entire planet.

RECENT RELEASES:

EPIGENETICS: DECODING LIFE -  NEW 
1 x 47’ HD - (ALSO: Best-seller Tesla’s Children from the same producer)
Decoding Life reveals the latest discoveries: choices to do with our environment 
and lifestyle can turn genetic markers on or off, that cause disease. Many epigenetic 
changes are passed to future generations - for example, a parent’s smoking can ‘turn 
on’ a marker for ADHD or obesity. This one hour film meets the experts, revealing 
that we are not powerless: explore how epigenetics can be used to treat cancer and 
dementia, and that environment, not genetics is the driver of human health.



DOCUMENTARIES  S O C I A L :  C U R R E N T  A F F A I R S 

INSIDE THE WOMEN’S ARMY
1 x 52’  / 1  x 80’ HD

After years of oppression, a Kurdish woman escapes to the mountains of Syria to 
fight for freedom. During the rise of the Arab Spring, Jiyan joined the protests, 
leading an army of women and educating Syrian women. Their determination for 
freedom from the regime is captured in this inspiring and eye-opening film.

ALONE AMONG THE TALIBAN
1 x 52’  / 1 x 60’ HD

Iranian filmmaker Mohsen Eslamzadeh made several journeys to Afghanistan 
in order to get a privileged grant of permission to film the Taliban.He witnesses 
shocking scenes and visits jails, Islamic State Courts and council authorities under 
his flimsy protection, as he tries to survive alone among the Taliban.

BLACK LIVES MATTER -  NEW 
2 x 52’ HD (available as single episodes or a mini-series)

Airing on SABC: Mineral wealth rightfully belongs to the people of South Africa. It 
is being sold to foreign capitalists to benefit elite individuals, at the expense of the 
country and its people. Told by a mine-worker who escaped the Marikana massacre, 
union leaders, lawyers, activists and the communities fighting for their survival.

THE FREE VOICE OF EGYPT
1 x 52’ HD (Winner: Sole Luna Festival (International Jury) - Best Direction)

Nawal El Saadawi is s a feminist writer opposing violence against women, sexual 
oppression and poverty - a likely candidate for the Nobel Prize. This extraordinary 
woman risked her life for her convictions, and never gave up her mission despite 
suffering female genital mutilation, a women’s prison, and multiple death threats.

RECENT RELEASES:

COMING SOON:

We hack into the Dark Net markets where Al Qaeda, ISIS, Hezbollah, Hamas and 
other terror groups sell narcotics, weapons, stolen treasures and traffick humans to 
finance war and terrorism. Using a dark net spy, forensic experts, weapons specialists 
and the FBI’s head of the Anti-Terror Unit, this film profiles the business between  
terror militias, politicians, cartels and organised crime. It uses investigative filming 
and privileged access in Libya, Syria, Iraq, Europe and North & South America.

CRIME & TERRORISM: THE UNHOLY ALLIANCE -  NEW 
1 x 52’ HD 
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DOCUMENTARIES  S O C I A L 

THE BALL
1 x 56’ / 5 x 13’ HD

Explore mankind’s most simple and perfect game while travelling 5 countries - the 
ball has been kicked around the globe for thousand of years. Experience spiritual 
games in Brazil, martial-art infused ball games from Thailand, Gaelic football in 
Ireland, bicycle ball games in Germany and a 1500-year old sport from Myanmar. 
Showing on Al Jazeera, RAI and more.

GRINGO FAVELADO 
1 x 56’ HD 

Broadcast by FNX (USA) and others, this is a stunning presentation of the many 
personalities and lifestyles inhabiting Rio and the favelas, including many expats 
who now call it home - despite the famously controversial conditions. Some slums 
are more peaceful than others but through the danger, we uncover the personality of 
Rio that means they’re here to stay.

THE SEAHORSE MAN 
1 x 52’ HD

Although shrouded in secrecy, seahorses are harvested for traditional Chinese 
Medicine. A marine biologist gains exclusive access to people and places where no 
Western crew has filmed, including plants where seahorses are processed to make 
pills. Narrated by John Hurt, this revealing documentary uncovers the appalling 
scale of the global seahorse trade. Aired on France 5, UKTV, RTHK and more.

UNDERCOVER EGYPT
1 x 55’ HD

Airing across CBC, Out TV, TVN, ORF and more, this film documents the Egyptian 
revolution and the divides of class, religion and gender. Told by an investigative 
journalist, these stories weave together to explore the personal and political trials 
facing modern Egyptians balancing tradition and responsibility. Can they manage 
sexuality and desire to avoid the danger of disappointing society’s expectations?

BOMB-MAKER TO PEACEMAKER
1 x 57’ / 1 x 67’ HD

Delving into the life and career of Richard Garwin, the scientist behind the 
hydrogen bomb and the touch screen, who has also advised every president since 
Eisenhower to Obama. Through being involved in solutions to challenges such as 
Nuclear Proliferation and Global Warming, exploring Garwin’s life is an attempt to 
understand the complex nature of war, peace and the future of humanity.

For further information on any of our catalogue please contact Espresso Media International on sales@espressomedia.co.uk
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COMING SOON:DOCUMENTARIES  S P A C E 

VOYAGES INTO SPACE -   PRE-SALES / AVAILABLE Q1: 2019 
1 x 52’ HD
Explore the developments made in space travel in the 21st century, looking at the 
STS-106 mission which launched in 2000. We compare this with the advancements 
since, including autonomous space shuttles, and lighter, more high tech space suits 
with increased flexibility, making exploration of our solar system safer as we move 
towards accomplishing the dream of a manned mission to Mars.  

SPACE: FRIEND OR FOE? -  PRE-SALES / AVAILABLE Q1: 2019 
1 x 52’ HD

Asteroids, alien life, lethal viruses and black holes are just some of the dangers our 
planet faces from space. But as we look to the skies, the moon, Mars, and further 
flung galactic bodies such as Titan and Europa, we find that they might have the right 
conditions to support human life. We explore the dangers space might inflict

 
upon us, 

contrasting them
 
with safe zones we could realistically inhabit. 

THE DANGERS OF SPACE TRAVEL -  
 PRE-SALES / AVAILABLE Q1: 2019  - 1 x 52’ HD1

MOON LANDING: THE WORLD’S GREATEST HOAX?  -

 PRE-SALES / AVAILABLE Q1: 2019                                                                                      - 1 x 52’ HD

Government conspiracy, or monumental breakthrough in the history of the human 
race? When Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin took their first steps on the surface of 
the moon on July 20th 1969, the world was suddenly split between those that believe 
the Apollo 11 landings, and those that don’t. We’re out to investigate both sides of this 
hot debate. In this show we’ll search for a definitive answer by recreating the moon 
landing for ourselves, testing the various competing theories against each
other with incredible, painstaking detail - ideal for the 50th anniversary in 2019!

THE FOLLOWING TITLES ARE AVAILABLE AS SINGLE EPISODES 
OR ‘BEYOND EARTH’ - A 3 x 52’ HD MINI-SERIES:

We investigate the trials and tribulations space explorers have faced over the last 50 
years - everything from the disasters that haunted the preparations leading up to the 
moon landing of 1969, to the numerous shuttle crashes endured by Richard Branson 
and Elon Musk as they attempt to open up space travel to the super-wealthy.



NASA’S 10 GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS
2 x 52’ HD

Airing on Discovery Science (USA) and worldwide, this best-seller is a 
comprehensive breakdown of NASA’s finest achievements. Beautifully shot and with 
stunning visual effects, relive the moments that captured millions of imaginations 
and inspired the world across five decades. Experts discuss key accomplishments in 
a count-down that includes the Moon landings, Hubble Telescope and Mars Rover.

LIFE IN OUTER SPACE
2 x 52’ HD

Scientists are convinced that within the next decades, we will finally unveil one 
of the greatest mysteries of the universe, and find life beyond Earth. Expert Space 
producers Somadrome have created a stunning mini-series, also available as stand 
alone programmes. Airing on Discovery Science (USA) and worldwide, the first 
episode assesses life on Mars, Jupiter and Saturn’s Moons. Part two explains the 
discoveries beyond our solar system, and the mysterious exo-planets.

RACE TO THE RED PLANET -  NEW 
3 x 45’ HD

A manned mission to Mars has been the dream of scientists and engineers for decades. 
This three-part series explores the competitive race – nine months out and nine  months 
back, to discover the mysteries of the Red Planet. With unique access to exploration 
experts and agencies and filmed in coordination with astronauts and engineers in the 
Exomars mission (European Space Agency, NASA, SpaceX, Mars One and Roscosmos).

For further information on any of our catalogue please contact Espresso Media International on sales@espressomedia.co.uk

SPACE COLONIES -  NEW 
3 x 52’ HD (All episodes stand-alone)

Airing across the US, Germany, France and Australia, this series from best-selling 
Space producers Somadrome outlines the future possible habitats for humanity. 
We explore asteroids, the Moon and Mars as the next possibilities for human 
colonization. With stunning CGI and expert interviews, we explore low gravity, 
temperature extremes and the various physical, psychological and engineering 
difficulties attached to answering the big question...: ‘where next?’



1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD / 4K

AVAILABLE FOR PRE-SALES

Who were the men and women of Project Apollo? Where are they today? What do they think of the 
extraordinary effort they helped make possible? Half a century later, the Apollo Space Program remains 
the single greatest initiative in peacetime the world has ever known. Its story speaks to the most 
beautiful characteristics of our humanity: a metaphor for our ability to rise to challenges once thought 
insurmountable and push past them with bigger and bolder solutions. Behind every astronaut who set 
foot on the moon and every figure who inspired us to get there was Apollo’s massive workforce: a team of 
men and women over 400,000 strong––spanning race, socio-economics, culture, company and country – 
who came to understand that the overall Program was only as good as the effort they put into it. 

When We Were Apollo is an intimate and personal look at the Apollo 
Space Program through the lives and experiences of some of its most 
inspiring behind-the-scenes figures: engineers, technicians, builders and 
contractors who spent almost a decade working to get us to the moon.

1 x 100’ / 2 x 60’ HD / 4K
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On the night of June 5th, 1944, a C-47 paratrooper aircraft, nicknamed That’s All, Brother took off from 
England, to drop Allied fighting men into Normandy, to clear a passage for the tens of thousands of 
troops lying off the coast. Despite surviving dozens more missions, post war she disappeared. The C-47 
that led the invasion armada was either destroyed in Europe, shipped home and broken for parts, or 
worse still, scrapped and smelted like thousands of other surplus aircraft. A chance discovery in 2015 led 
to a scramble to save the aircraft, after standing for decades forgotten in a scrapyard. This documentary 
traces the incredible story of of an American icon, it’s reconstruction & hazardous transatlantic mission 
to honour America’s fallen in Europe.

1 x 52’ / 1 x 90’ HD / 4K 1 x 100’ / 2 x 60’ HD / 4K

AVAILABLE FOR PRE-SALES

From the Royal Television Society Awards nominated makers of hit series 
‘Plane Resurrection’, this is the epic story of the people and places this 
aircraft has touched during it’s wartime service, and it’s incredible 
technical and emotional journey to bring her back to the skies.
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